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Abstract—Mobile robot navigation is a very important exercise in all robotic application from a domestic household cleaner to highly dangerous life threatening situations. Path planning is the main issue related to navigation. It is very important for an autonomous mobile vehicle to navigate properly without any collision or unsafe conditions in its environment. Path planning in mobile robots must ensure the optimal route with least cost and collision free path. In this paper, an algorithm to reduce the path searching process by half of the traditional methods is proposed.


I. INTRODUCTION

In robotics, navigation is a mandatory task for autonomous robot for traveling between one location to another with accurate consideration of the obstacles to avoid and without losing its way before the destination. Navigating a robot in an environment is a complex process with several problems. The most general among these problems are localization, path planning and motion control.

• Localization : This is the first problem in the navigation of robot. Just as the name suggests, localization denotes the robot’s ability to establish its own position and orientation within the frame of reference.

• Motion Control : This issue focuses on the actual mobility of the robot. After recognizing a destination and finding an ideal route, the robot has to be controlled to move in accordance to the path planned and reach the goal position.

• Path Planning : This could be considered as the most important issue among the three, which is one of the reasons for this project to target on this particular issue in detail. After knowing the destination for the robot to reach, a path must be planned in a way that the robot is able to attain the goal without any collisions.

A. Path Planning

Path planning has been concentrated broadly in literature. An examination of path planning algorithms demonstrates that the best-first search calculations (A* search) will keep running on various kinds of setup to determine an ideal path. [1] started the configuration space approach, [2] decomposed the configuration space into graph of free, blocked and mixed cuboids, followed by A* search algorithm. [3], [4] and [5] introduced a planning for a rectangular robot with polygonal obstacles. [6] developed parametric expression for contact patches for moving polyhedral obstacles.

Path planning has a major part in the navigation of artificial intelligent mobile robots. It enables the selection and identification of an appropriate route for the autonomous mobile robots to move around in a complex environment. Depending on the application, the workspace area differs, and thereby the problem of uncertainty in various domain arises. Development of accurate path plans for the mobile robots is essential.

B. Path Planning Algorithm

A generic path planning algorithm is required to meet various criteria as stated in [7]:

– the resulting paths should have the lowest possible cost to prevent any indirection.

– it should be fast, correct and robust if there is no collisions occurred during the navigation process.

– the algorithm should be generic for any scenarios- it should not be fully optimized for a specific map type.

For execution of navigation, three activities must be carried out, which are mapping or modeling the environment, path planning, and driving systems. The choice of suitable algorithm for every level of path planning process is crucial for successful navigation of the robot. For instance, visibility graph (VGraph) algorithm was combined with the Dijkstra’s algorithm in [8]. In VGraph algorithm the path consists of straight line segments that are connected by a subset of vertices of obstacles.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. A* Search Algorithm

Traditional A* algorithm also known as Best First Search (BFS) algorithm combines the advantage of least cost and greedy search using a cost function [9]. The A* search algorithm tries to minimize the function $f(n)$ expressed as:
\[ f(n) = h(n) + g(n) \] (1)

The term \( h(n) \) is a heuristic estimation of the remaining expense to get from node \( n \) to the objective node, and \( g(n) \) indicates the cost from the beginning node to node \( n \). The algorithm maintains two sets of lists throughout the search which are open and closed lists. The open list stores all the nodes in sequences which are to be searched and closed list store all the nodes visited by the search algorithm. The least \( f(n) \) value is inserted into closed list. Extending a node implies placing it into the closed list and adding the neighbors into the open list and assessing the cost function. The calculation stops when the objective of node is extended [9].

The decision of a decent heuristic calculation is essential, keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish both quality and proficiency of a search. As long as the heuristic underestimates the genuine cost, the shortest way is ensured; ironically under estimating can lead to extension of nodes [5]. At the point when the heuristic is permitted to overestimate the distance to the objective, the \( A^* \) calculation has a tendency to extend node that lie on the immediate way to the objective before attempting different nodes. However, this can likewise prompt altogether slower approach if the final way contains directions that lead far from the objective [9].

Despite the fact that it has been widely used, this established algorithm has a \textit{time consuming} issue- since it does not have a heuristic data to handle until it achieve the objective [10]. This will bring about a great deal of node being created to locate a short way and to keep away from impediments which will in the long run make it run slower [5]. As describe in [11] the \( A^* \) Search algorithm can be written as:

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{\( A^* \) Search Algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\Require A graph
\Ensure A path between start and end node
\Repeat
\State Pick \( n_{best} \) from \( O \) such that \( f(n_{best}) \leq f(n) \), \( \forall n \in O \)
\State Remove \( n_{best} \) from \( O \) and add to \( C \)
\State If \( n_{best} = n_{goal} \), EXIT
\State Expand \( n_{best} : \forall n \in Star(n_{best}) \) that are not in \( C \).
\State If \( x \notin O \) then
\State \hspace{1em} add \( x \) to \( O \).
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{elseif} \( g(n_{best}) + c(n_{best},x) < g(x) \) then
\State \hspace{2em} update \( x \)'s backpointer to point to \( n_{best} \)
\State \textbf{end if}
\Until \( O \) is empty.
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

where \( O \) is an open list, or priority queue which includes the nodes that are subject to search at an iteration step, \( C \) is the closed list for the visited nodes so far, \( Star(n) \) represent the set of nodes that are adjacent to \( n \), and \( c(n_1,n_2) \) is the length of the edge connecting \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) nodes.

\section{B. Modified \( A^* \) Search Algorithms}

Although the traditional \( A^* \) algorithm is most effective search algorithm in terms of low cost and path length optimization, it still takes more time in searching the end location and has a tendency of using more nodes than required. To overcome this limitation, [9] stated a way to increase the speed of the algorithm and make it an ideal path planner. The proposed alternative modifies the traditional \( A^* \) search algorithm to loose search on a fine grid by using trial vector that can cross several cells for fast computing.

The main concept of this modification is to change the \( A^* \) candidate selection for successor nodes by two criteria. The first one is that the successor is not the parent node of the current node and secondly, the successor does not contain an obstacle [12]-[14]. The new altered or modified approach utilizes the same criteria used by standard \( A^* \); yet, as opposed to testing every candidate successor node individually, it tests more than one node together according to the possible direction of movement. It helps to eliminate the possible unsafe diagonal movements.

Another important feature of modified \( A^* \) is that the robot size is considered and used as a parameter that must be inserted and considered while selecting the candidate successor nodes. It uses number of node equal to the robot size while calculating next node, ensuring that the successor have enough free space to move to the robot without collision.

For our purposes on this research, similarly for the traditional \( A^* \) algorithm, \( f(n) \) function from the Equation (1) remains the same by definition for the modified \( A^* \) algorithm. The node which has the minimum value of \( f(n) \) is a much better candidate to achieve the target. There are different versions of modified \( A^* \) algorithms with more accurate and efficient path planner, but for our case study the above discussed modified \( A^* \) algorithm is being used.

\section{III. Case Study}

In this research, a new way to reduce the number of step for searching the end node is proposed, three scenarios are prepared to compare results for different approaches. To test it in real time a 3D model of Autonomous Control Engineering (ACE) laboratory is constructed and Kobuki TurtleBot 2 mobile robot is used.

\subsection{A. Test Bed Environment}

For this research a static environment of Autonomous Control Engineering (ACE) laboratory was created using Autodesk Revit. The lab is approximately 47 feet 60 inches long, 29 feet 90 inches wide and 9 feet 70 inches high. It has two separate rooms and windows on the opposite side of the entrance. Entire test-bed illustrated in REVIT and a 3D model of the test environment has created as shown in Fig. 1.

There are many widely used robotic simulators such as LabVIEW Robotics Simulator, V-REP, Webots, RobotStudio, Workspace, RoboDK, Gazebo, and etc. for this research we used Gazebo, since it is compatible with Robot Operating System.
System (ROS), which is required to operate the Kobuki TurtleBot2 [15]. The TurtleBot 2 is a differential drive kinematics mobile robot developed for research and educational purposes. Gazebo uses a right-hand coordinate system where +Z is up (vertical), +X is forward (into the screen), and +Y is to the left [16]. To import the environment in Gazebo, our 3D model need to be converted to either a STL format or an OBJ format.

B. Synchronizing the Simulated Environment with Real World

The Universal Robot Description Format (URDF) is an XML-like file type used heavily in ROS for simulation and testing. URDF can be used for indicating just the kinematic properties of a robot; however, it cannot indicate the pose of the robot itself inside the world. Another drawback of URDF is that its capacities are restricted in contrast with the new Simulator Description Format (SDF). SDF was developed to fix some of the shortcomings of URDF, such as improper use of XML syntax [17]. SDF files are what Gazebo uses when performing simulation.

To work with SDF, an STL file is converted which has the test-bed environment model as shown in Fig. 2. The advantage of using SDF is you can change or modify the environment, insert new objects and light to the environment. One can set the pose of an object without affecting surroundings. Once the environment has been set and the modifications have been made, a robot needs to be imported in order to test our environment and later on the algorithm. For this research we are using TurtleBot 2, because of its performance and compatibility with ROS and Gazebo, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

C. Traditional Approaches

1) A* Search Algorithm: The heuristic function $h(n)$ for our case study can be expressed as:

$$h(n) = \frac{(l_h + l_v)}{2} \tag{2}$$

where $l_h$ is the number of the horizontal line and $l_v$ is the number of the vertical lines. As explained above, $n$ is the present node on the path, $g(n)$ is the cost of the path from the starting node to $n$, and $h(n)$ is a heuristic that estimates the cost of the cheapest path from $n$ to the goal node [11]. For instance, the cost function from one node to another node is 1 and for a diagonal movement from one node to another is 1.4 - the Pythagoras value.

In other words, the cost is the diagonal value between two grid/pixels. As stated in Equation (1), the cost can be written as:

$$g(n) = g(n') + cost \tag{3}$$

where $g(n)$ is the previous node cost function. Note the cost of starting node is always zero. Once the open list and closed list are made, open list contains all the possible expansion of parent node.

As shown in the Fig. 4, the start point is denoted with red point and the end location is denoted by light green point. Orange color boxes in the grid around the start location are the next possible children nodes with red as parent. Depending on the next node in closed list are yellow boxes as children, followed by green, blue, indigo, purple, violet, orange, and lastly, the end point which is light green. The brown line shows the path and the total cost is 10.2. Thus, the shortest and cheapest path is calculated very easily. A* will provide the shortest and most inexpensive path but it wont automatically give the smoothest path. Relative position between the current heading (direction) and that of the next move must be taken into consideration to improve the performance of the A* path planner. Moreover, this path planner does not take into consideration the size of the robot which may result in obstacle collision and in inaccurate path, since the robot may be too large to pass the empty space.

Thus it can provide unsafe path.
2) Modified $A^*$ Search Algorithm: As we described in previous section, $h(n)$ estimates the distance to the destination, which can be calculated as restated in [18]:

$$h(n) = \sqrt{(w_x - r_x)^2 + (w_y - r_y)^2} \quad (4)$$

an Euclidian distance, where $(w_x, w_y)$ is the coordination of the aimed location, $r_x$ and $r_y$ are the horizontal and vertical distances from the previous heuristic. By calculating the Euclidean distance between the current node and the destination node, we can calculate an estimation distance that always is less than or equal to the actual distance [19].

For the same experimental setup shown in Fig. 4, the heuristic value can be calculated $\sqrt{9^2 + 3^2} = 9.5$ for the modified $A^*$. Then, this value is entered in closed list and $f(n)$ is expanded in all possible direction which is possible. Since it can jump to all next nodes around S, so the possible number of child node from parent S node are 8. Now all the 8 child nodes are inserted in open list and $f(n)$ for all is calculated. The least $f(n)$ value is inserted into closed list. Note that there can be more than one least $f(n)$ at every iteration. To select a node from the successor node, it also checks for next two adjacent node for diagonal movement so that there should be no collision as discussed above. Again all the possible child node from their parent node are inserted into open list and $f(n)$ is calculated. Each node in the lowest $f(n)$ is chosen and developed, and then is compared with a list of the current nodes to check whether the specified node is still better candidate or not. Otherwise, the better node than the node list is selected [20]. If $h(n)$ is increasing, then the direction may be wrong and this node can be ignored, since it is towards the opposite direction. These items from the closed list are ignored while searching for next possible node. The value from the closed list sets the path. Note if a value is being used twice for calculating next possible node, it is not inserted again in open list. The algorithm uses the previous value of that node instead of recalculating the $f(n)$ value. Once the path has been calculated, then the path is created in the closed list.

In Fig. 4 the results for the modified $A^*$ algorithm is demonstrated. The results are similar to $A^*$ algorithm as the grid size is equal to that of the robot but with consideration of robot size for obstacle avoidance.

D. Proposed Algorithm

Research was done in order to reduce time and increase accuracy and shortest distance, but the approach here is to decrease the steps in search by jumping from parent node to the successive node by leaving a node in between them in the direction from the parent node towards the child node. The algorithm can work, if and only if the successor node and the parent nodes are having a common empty node in between them. If there is no path between the successive nodes then the path planner searches with different node. The path planner take into consideration only the nodes with the least $f(n)$ and with smallest $h(n)$ in that iteration. In this manner, the steps to search the end location reduced tremendously compared to the previous algorithms. It also takes into consideration the robot size. The advantage of this algorithm compared to that of previous path planner is, firstly it reduces the steps to search the end location, secondly the cost is less and lastly the expanded nodes are comparatively less than the previous mentioned algorithms.

The heuristic function $h(n)$ for this algorithm is the same construction as stated in Equation 4. where $n$ is the present node on the path, $g(n)$ is the cost of the path from the start node to $n$, and $h(n)$ is a heuristic that estimates the cost of the cheapest path from $n$ to the goal [11]. The cost function from one node to another node is calculated as 10, and for a diagonal movement from one node to another is 14. Cost of
14 value is used by taking the diagonal value between the two grid/pixels and calculating the Pythagoras value between them which is multiplied with 10 that gives 14 while considering the absolute value. Cost for inclined movement is calculated by taking the square root of the squares of adjacent side and the opposite side. The moving cost \( f(n) \) carries the same form as shown in Equations 1 and 3. Note that the cost of starting node is always zero. An open list and closed list is made, where open list contains all the possible expansion of parent node.

Same setup is considered, the start point is denoted with red color and the end location is denoted by light green color. Light grey boxes in the grid around the start location are the next possible children nodes with red box as the parent. Yellow box is the next available node depending on the calculations and the light yellow boxes represents all the next possible successor nodes followed by blue, navy blue and purple. We can see that after the purple, the path planner according to the proposed algorithm directly jumps to the light green end node and the algorithm breaks and returns the path. The brown line shows the complete path. As can be seen from Fig. 4, it is clear that the nodes to search the end results are much less compared to that of A* and modified A* algorithm.

IV. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

To compare three different approaches, three scenarios are prepared. Test cases are built to analyze for time efficiency, lesser step to reach the aimed location, total number of the visited nodes and total cost for the test case for each individual algorithm. The Python programming language is used for testing the path planning algorithm.

A. Test Cases

The first case test whether the algorithm is working accurately by placing the start location inside the hexagonal table and setting the end location somewhere far. The second and third cases checks whether the A* gives the shortest distance or not. The other purpose of these two test cases are to check the diagonal safety movement by modified A* algorithm. For testing the algorithm, the environment is changed to a 2D grid with 0 as accessible path and 1 as non accessible path. The grid is made by taking into consideration the robot size. For each test cases, the process starts with accessing the grid. The image is made 0 and 1 in which all the positions with 0 are clear routes and the rest are obstacles. Once the grid is called, the obstacle table is inserted in the algorithm. The start and end locations are defined by the user. Two separate lists are made for storing nodes, first, is open list to store all current node for calculating heuristic, movable cost and second, the closed list which stores the path. The start node is inserted into closed list and then the open list is checked whether it is empty or not. If the open list is empty, then it means there is no path and the algorithm breaks and displays no path found. If open list is not empty, then all the neighboring nodes are selected to check whether destination is reached or not. If destination is not reached, proposed algorithm will check whether the neighboring nodes are empty or not, if the nodes are not empty then the planner will again search with the neighboring nodes instead of jumping to the successor node, and if again there is no path found then the search algorithm will terminate and returns a false value with No path found. If the neighbors are empty, then the planner jumps to the successor nodes and calculate the heuristic and cost function. The least cost function is then added to closed list and the destination is checked. If destination is reached, then the algorithm updates the closed list by adding the node and displays the paths. Different then the traditional approaches, if destination is not reached, proposed algorithm will check whether the neighboring nodes are empty or not, if the nodes are not empty then the planner will again search with the neighboring nodes instead of jumping to the successor node, and if again there is no path found then the search algorithm will terminate and returns a false value with No path found. If the neighbors are empty, then the planner jumps to the successor nodes and calculate the heuristic and cost function. The least cost function is then added to closed list and the destination is checked. If destination is reached, the closed list is updated and path is displayed. If the destination is not reached, the planner again checks for open list and the
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR CASE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Type</th>
<th>No. of expanded nodes</th>
<th>Path to goal</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified A*</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR CASE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Type</th>
<th>No. of expanded nodes</th>
<th>Path to goal</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified A*</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

process if continued till there is a path found or the open list gets empty.

V. RESULTS

The research objective of this thesis was to investigate A* and modified A* path planning algorithms and to propose an advance modified version of path planning which provides result in less number of expanded nodes compared to that of the test algorithms in a known environment. The following concepts were identified as important components of the proposed algorithm: the search steps are nearly half the size of that compared to A* and modified A* search, the cost to search the destination is relatively less compared to other two algorithms and the number of expanded nodes is reduced tremendously. Tables I, II and III explains this findings. The proposed algorithm is fast, accurate and takes into consideration the size of robot.

In Fig. 5 Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 are illustrated, from left to right, respectively. For all cases, the start point is marked by green and the goal is marked by red point. Since there is no path between the start location and end location for Case 1, the path planning algorithm terminates and returns a false value showing that when there is no accessible path between the start and end location, path cannot be created.

As it is noticed from the Fig. 5, for Case 2 and Case 3, the A* Search algorithm highlights the cheapest and shortest path, but the turns are sharp which may result in collision. In comparison to that, the Modified A* algorithm avoids the sharp turn by looking for adjacent nodes and create a collision free path. The proposed algorithm creates a path faster than the other two with less number of the expanded nodes. Following tables are comparing the final results for considering the time efficiency, total number of the visited nodes and the total cost overall.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS FOR CASE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Type</th>
<th>No. of expanded nodes</th>
<th>Path to goal</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified A*</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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